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A SPEECH PROCESS!1\G STRATEGY FOR ~lUL TI I'LE-ELH:'TRODE COCI!I.I:.\H I:·fP LA\T rROSlllESES 
Y.e. Tong and C.M. Clar~, Department o.~ Otolar-!fngoloq'J, UY/:""!l"si"~1 (Of !:.:?lbC1l!~~C, 

?arK.'.JilZe, 'lie. 3052, AU:;tlY.:lia 

Speech studies in a number of research centres have shoh'n tlt:Jt useful 
sQeech information could be presented to deaf patients using single or multiple 
electrode .cochlear implant prostheses (Parkins & Anderson, 1983). In our 
lahoratory, speech processing strategies ,,'ere formulated on the basis of 
psycho?hysical results. This paper examines the psychophysical characteristics 
of the hearing sensations produced b)' electrical stimulation using scala t:'m;>:lIli 
electrodes in postlingually deaf patients; a speech processing strategy is t!len 
discussed on the hasis of these characteristics. 

Scr;sa.tions related to electrvde position 
One of the most important observations made from the electric stimulation 

of the human cochlea was the orderly variation of perceptual char:Jcteristics 
I"ith the position of the intra-cochlear electrodes. At a fixet! repetition 
rate, pitch varied from 10'" to high and sharpness from dull to shaTj) for 
individual electrodes ordered in the apical to basal direction (Tong et ~L.)982J. 

In addition, vowel labels could be assigned to the sensations produced by 
individual electrodes (at a fixed rate), and the second fonnant fre4uency of 
the vo",el "'as consistent wi th the acoustic characteristic fTl'quency of the 
location of the activated electrode (Tong e: "Zo, 1979). '1l1is or":erliness of 
perceptual characteristics was also reflected in the perce!ltual org;ll1isation 
of the hearing sensations produced by sti:nulation using pai rs of electrodes. 
In:1 study employing triadic comparisuns and analysis hy mul!i-":i:o'ension31
 
scaling, it \,'as shol,n th3t tl,'o-electrode stimulation "'3S percei\'l'J;b a t .....o 

comqonent sensation. and the t ..'o-components corresponded in an orJerly fashion
 
to t:1e ~losition of the a;)ic31 and ~asal electFode of the tho-electroJe p3i r
 
ITO!lg <!~ a:. ,1983a).
 

TIle most likely mechanism for this orderly variation IS t!1e activ:ltion of 
dif!'crent groups of residual auditory nerve fibre~ b\' elec~I'ic curl'L'nt, :m<! 
suhsequent processing of this 'place' information in the more ct';)tral nuclei of 
thl' :lUditory system, lhis is supported by a number of eh'ctroj1:~ysiologic:l1 

finJings. Firstl)', selective activation of groups of inferior collicu13r 
neurons by intra-cochlear electrodes has been demonstrated by Scilindler,;: ;~., 

(1977) . Secondl)', these same authors have found a correspondence bet"'een the 
ch3racteristic frequency of the electrically acti vated coil i cular neurons and 
that of the cochlear place where the electrode "'as 10cateJ. 3nd, tl)ereforc, 
established that the information about the 'place' of the electrode is preserved 
in an orderly fashion in the more central nuclei of the audi tory system. 
Finally, the perception of the variation of pitCh and sha~lness ~ith electrode 
position did not appear to be due to temporal information as this variation can 
be perceived for stimuli at a fixed repetition rate and therefor" producing 
constant temporal discharge characteristics. The temporal <!ischarge patterns 
for first order audi tor)' neurons and collicular neurons have been studied by 
Kiang and ~loxon (1972) and ~lerzenich et al. ,(1973), and the resu) ts sho\\'ed that 
the discharges "'ere synchronous "'ith the periodic electrical stimuli, and no 
addi tional temporal information other than that correspondi ng to the frequency 
of electric stimulation was observed. 

Although a 'place' mec~anism appears to be attractive in explaining some 
of the psychophysical results in electric stimulation, it should be noted that 
in acoustic stimulation the temporal pattern of discharge in auditory neurons is 
also considered to be an important factor in the encoding of frequency 
information and therefore pitch perception. The temporal pattern (to be 
described later) is' particularly important for stimuli at high sound pressure 
levels where a purely 'place' mechanism does not account for the frequency 
resolving acuity of the auditory system because of saturation (Sachs & Young, 
1979). However, the central mechanism by which this temporal information is 
processed is not known. One suggestion is that the fine time structure of 
discharge is merely a vehicle for the transmission of place information to the 
higher centers of the auditory system (Evans, 1978). Our argument that place 
information with fixed temporal characteristics can be conveyed to and utilised 
by the central auditory system in electric stimulation does not contradict 
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this suggestion; it p,,'n'~~' highlights t.he j1ossi~iilit:v that the I:1ediating fine' 
tillle ,;tr~!~lUI"e ~an be I>Y!':I:;Sl,,1 ;Ho\'idec that :l s:':ltj:111~' rcstri~tcJ gl'oup of 
fibers c:,n he inJcpendentl~' :'l,tiL,tel!, 

SCHsations ,..::tatf J ·;" tl' !·.·:r('~.i·,:·",~ ~.~::... 
In aJJition to electrol!e pos~ tiCll, repetition ::Ite is :mother electrical 

parameter infl'.lcT1dng t.hl' pi:l'~ !'l';(e!'t product,,! ~Y :In l'!eetric sti~\ulus, 

'Ihe major psydlOph~'si~al I"C,;",t5':'(' "ur.lnariseC: as folllll,s: a) thc 
discrimination pcrformanl"l' rL':" cl"ctric J'epct.itll'n r:,tl' I,as much poorer than 
that ior acoust i c sign:I1s suc!! as ;lllTL' tones anJ l!Iul: i -":09ionent tone cOlllplexes 
in norr.~11 hl'aring subjerts ("'('11;': ',.:",,1982); b) thL' discrimination 
performance "'as poorer fOl' re:'eti: ion rates abO\'l' 250 pp" in cOm;"larison to that 
for lo"er repetition r:ltes (;:,:cin;:.:on ,': ~;.,197S); \lc!":enich e: ,~~.. ,1973); 
c) the increasL' in (s..:all'l~) pitch ;,ith repl,tition ratl' \,:1" less pronounced 
above 250 pps (Tong .~:; ,:.~. ,19~:1; Tong c~ a.!.. J91'3b); d) the pi tch sensation 
produced \:)~' a single-l'!ect!'ol:L' sti!Julus \,;ith repetition rate be:o,," 250 pps 
could be :01:lt.::heJ to that for an a,,:o:Jstic p"re lone ,,'j t:l the sa::1\.' frequen.::y in 
a cochll':Ir impl:ll1t patient ,,"i,~l r('~icu:J1 ~ea1'ing in t'1e llnimplantL'd ear (Bilger 
",~ ....:: .• 1977); and e) the L!i~cri!!l:n:ltio:1 performance of j"epetition rate for t,,"o 
electrode stimulation ,,"as fo.nJ, '0 be as good a~ or hettc'r than that for single
dec t 1'0 Ge s t i I:1U Iat i 011 (Ton g ~; CI a I';;, I ~l S3) . 

Tlle Jjfference in Jiscri~::na:io!1 :)erformanl."L' betl,el'n electric stimuli 
Jiffering in repetition r:ltL' and :'l."oc:stic tone~ Jiffering in frequency is not 
surprising because there arc signi fi.:::mt differences In the inform:1tion 
represent:1t ion in the fi r~, o:-Jer neurons of the :1udi tor'" s~'stem fo; t!l('~e t,,"o 
:ypt.:':' of ~t 1!;}u] i . T:I~ i nf. :1(0u~t: 2 :--:lTC tOIl(,~ ;t:-~ :tn ·,:.'cl:aplL', the i :1 fOl"'Il:lti on 

about the intensity 3.1L! frequency is transmitteJ in ~\:l' fL'rm of:1 sp:1ti:11
temporal dischargL' patten! ,:o\"L'rned by t!ll' tra\'ellin~; "':I\,l' r.lo,ioll of the basilar 
r.lCmbrane, 

The disdlargl' p:ltt'.':'n ~'or PU!-,-, tones l."an l'l' sUr.Jr.Jarised b~' the follol.. illg 
~h:ira\""~c~i:,tic:-,: :t) rhL' di:-'~~'ibu:i()n of the ~ff(:~ti\T .!i~~·h3rg\'· !'Jtc (\\.'ith 
rL'~pel:t to the spontanL'clis rate) o~" :he array of lll'U;'ull" '::Il'ie~ in the same 
fashion as :!Ie Ji""laceI:1ent envelo,)c of the bJ~i lar 1'l<.'J:li'ralll' vibration, :1nJ is 
aS~'lIunetl'l": :Ibout the p1:ICL' "~' m:D:jmum c:splal."e'IIL"lt; :'1 the sto.::h,,"tic Jischarge 
p:,ttern for L'a..:h nl'u'ron is ph:lse-lod.;eJ t(l thL' input tOllc' ior fre4uencies belo,," 
5 1.:11:, and t'lert:' is a gl'3dual pha~e \'3riatio!1 for neUrOJb innervating suc.::essi\'c 
locations along the cochlear pJrtition; c) period histograms of the cischarge 
;lattern de!llonstrate temporal spre:d of Jischarge" over the half-period of the 
\'ibration to"'ards the sC:1la \'l'stil'uli and O\'e1' the "'hol(' period for vel')' 10'" 
frc411cnc)' tones; and 0) information concerning the period of the tone can also 
be seen in interspike interv:11 hiqogr:llr$ where peaks at integral multiples of 
the stimulus period ,,'ere observed (Rose ·,t a.t., J"6-), 

'Illis complex discharge pattern for acoustic tones IS not simulated. 
hO"'l'vcr, for electrical stimulation. 111e spatial diqribution of the neural 
discharge r:lte depends on the current distribution in the sC:1I:1 t~·r.!pani :lnd 
cochlear partition complex rr.lack [, Clark, 19801, and ftlr bipolar' electroJes 
am! L'1l'..:t;(I(!e~ "'ith a COr.loon ground onl~' resil!u:ll :lern' fibre:; in a 
reqrict.ec region in the proximity of the electr0t!e arc :1ctivateG {~Ier:enich 

~'~ .1Z.,1>l~~1; Tong'J~ ~~ .• l~l:-:)l, 0\'(" ~his n'~trict.ed re!:ion, ele.::tro
physiological evidence (Hodgkin i; Huxley 1952; Kiang I; ~loxon. 19::'2) Oll 

el~c.tric stimulation of neural tissue $uggest~ that thl' most probable instant 
of ctivation 0: the neurons is synchronous with a particul:1r ph:1se (If an above 
threshol~ :;timulus. and the phase variation amongst the neural dis.::harges, 
obseJ'\'ed in acoustic stimulation. is t!lerefore not re:HoduceJ, ,\nother 
Ji s.::rep:1ncy is the more restricteJ te!!:poral spread of the discharges ,,"i th 
electric stirr:ulation, as sho"'n in period histograms (Klang [, ~loxon, 1972). 

From these descriptions of the discharge patterns, it is apparent that the 
information concerning the difference in repetition r:1te for electric stimuli is 
reflected in the period of the neural discharge, On the other hand, for 
acoustic tones and tone complexes di ffering in fundamental frequency and 
harmonic structure, a combination of place, perioJ and phase information is 
available to the auditory system. The mechanism that is responsible for the 
processin!1 of this combination of information for acoustic signals 
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unfortunately, is not clea!" (Kiang, 1968; Evans,1978; Young I; S;Jchs. 1980). 
However, the difference in perceptual performance bet...'een electric and 
acoustic stimulation does highlight the limitation of the performance of an 
;Judi tory process recei ving only 'period' information as its input. 

The poorer scaling and discrimination performance at higher repetition 
rates (above 250 pp.) is consistent with the findings in the inferior colliculus, 
by ~Ierzeni ch et a"l. ,(1973) ....ho have shown that period information in the form 
of peaks in interspike interval histograms was only preserved for electrical 
stimulation frequencies up to about 400 Hz. FurtherlJX)re, there was a gradual 
degradation of the distinctness of the peaks from about 300 Hz. 

The pitch sensation produced by electric stimulation at repetition rates 
below 250 pps is similar to 'rattle pitch' (Flanagan &Guttman, 1960; Plomp, 
1976), a component of the pitch percept produced by acoustic pulse trains. 
TIle similarities are reflected in the following observations: a) both types 
of pitch sensation can be matched to acoustic pure tones with the same 
frequency (Flanagan {; Guttman, 1960; Bilger et al., 1977); b) the upper limit 
of acoustic repetition rates for which 'rattle pitch' is most prominent is 
about 200 pps (Flanagan {; Guttman, 1960): and c) both types of sensation 
exhibit buzz-like quality at low repetition rates. In fact, the mechanism 
responsible for the perception of these two types of sensations may be the same. 
In this regard, the masking experiments of Rosenberg (1965) showed that 
'rattle pitch' could be most effectively masked by a band of noise centered 
around 5000 Hz. This result indicated that rattle pitch is derived from the 
time interval (period) between the neural discharges phase-locked to the 
amplitude envelope of the combined wave form of the unresolved high frequency 
harmonics. In relation to these masking experiments, it is ....orth noting that, 
in addi tion to 'rattle pi tch', there is a competing pi tch component related 
to the resolvable harlJX)nics for acoustic stimulation using pulse trains, and 
thi s component can be masked by a band of noise centered around the frequencies 
of the dominant harmonics responsible for its perception (Rosenberg, 1965). 

j,::-cl'actioll of elect!'<)ae positioll and pulse roW 
From the above discussions, it is apparent that the psychophysical 

observations relating to the posi tion of the electrode may be accounted for by 
:1 'place' code, while those related to tohe repetition rate may be ;Jccounted for 
by a 'period' or 'temporal' code. 

Another observation was that the interaction between these two codes 
appeared to be small. Two psychophysical studies were conducted to investigate 
the possible effects of the interaction (Tong et al.,1983). 

The first of these showed that the information provided by rising or 
f;Jlling repetition rate trajectories superimposed on individual electrodes or 
electrode trajectories could be used as an indicator of the direction of 
intonation variation. These results obtained for electric stimulation are 
comparable with those for acoustic stimulations with fundamental frequency 
tr;Jjectories superimposed on the syllable 'oh'. This correspondence between 
acoustic and e lectri c results suggests that the perception of pi tch contours 
related to electric repetition rate in the presence of a variation in electrode 
position is similar to the perception of pitch contours related to fundamental 
frequency superimposed on a variation in spectral envelope of an acoustic 
signal. 

The second of these studies showed that the dissimilarities amongst the 
hearing sensations produced by steady state stimuli di fferi ng in electrode 
position and repetition rate were characterized by two perceptual components, 
relating to the two electric parameters respectively. In addition, comparison 
with acoustic data (Plomp, 1976) showed that the two perceptual components in 
electric stimulation closely parallel those related to spectral envelope and 
fundamental frequency in acoustic stimulation. 

Selzsations related to time-varying electrode position and repetition rote 
For signals with time-varying electrode position at a fixed repetition 

rate, psychophysical results (Tong et aZ.,1982) showed that the 'place' code 
is capable of conveying time-varying frequency information with rapid frequency 
shifts. The discriminability of electrode trajectories differing in the 
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direction and extent of the electrode shift oyer a 100 ns time span has been 
demonstrated in Tong ct al. , (1982), and these reslll ts sho"ed that this 
performance was maintained for electrode shifts "ith a much shorter time span 
(down to 25 ms). Furthermore, for the electro.!es implanted in the :-asal coil 
of our patients, the hearing sensations produced by the~e short-duration 
electrode shifts "ere reported to be simi lar to those l'l'oduccd by acoustic 
speech signals characteri zed by second formant frequency t ransi tions. 

On the other hand, for single-electrode signals with time-varying 
repetition rate below 250 pps, the results in Tong et .::.:., (1982) sho'" that the 
discrimination performance related to the 'period' code deteriorated "hen the 
duration of the shift in repetition rate \oo'as shortened. A further cifference 
between the 'place' and 'period' codes for time-varying signals is that the 
sensations produced by shifts in repetition rate "ere described as 'the same 
word with different pitches', while those produced by electrode shifts "ere 
described as 'different words'. 

A speech processing strategy 
In the light of the above discussions a s!1eech processing strategy, "hich 

converts the frequencies of the spectral enphases of a speech signal to 
electrode Dosi tions, and the ftmdamental (voi cing) frequency to repeti tion rate 
may be proposed. This strategy makes usc of the ability of the auditory 
system in discrir.Unating rapid electrode shifts to convey segmental s~eech 

information which is characteri zed by rapid frequency shi fts. The ~U?ra

segmental infornation contai:]cd in the fund:lI:1ental frequency of a speech 
signal, on the other hand, can be mediated by the 'period code' related to 
pulse rate as this is better discriminated in slo..·ly time-varying sipals. 
Furthermore, the phenomenological reports of patients also showed that the 
hearing sensations produced by electrode shi fts ....·erc associatC'd wi th tho~e 

produced by acoustic shifts of spectral er.:phasi~, ,..hile reDetition r:ite 
variations were associated "ith changes in funJ:If:~ntal fn·quency. 

In addition to the encoding of the spectral em?hases a:ld the funi.!a:xntal 
frequency, the a~pli tude of the speech signal !:lay be converted to the current 
level of the electrical stimulus in this speech processing strategy. From 
the results obtained in a previous study (Tong ~?: aL, 19;9) and results fron 
other research centers, it has been shown that a full r3nge of loudnesses. 
from threshold to discomfort, can be evoked by the variation of the cu"ent 
level. '!he loudness gro"th due to increases in current level, however, \;as 
much steeper than the growth for acoustic stimulation in normal hearin& 
subjects. It is therefore apparent that, for the cffecti ve uti Ii :at ion of 
the current level for the encoding of signal :rnplitude, an appro;Jriate 
compression algori thm shoull! he used. This is. of course, feasilJle '... i th 
current electronic and conputi ng technology. 
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